
Most people have a kind of creative ability,
whether it's art or even music. Art is different for

each individual, a difference in materials and
styles play a large part in the creation of art;

however, the reason people make art is unique
too. Freshman Faith Regalado said she makes

art because "It's calming for me, I really enjoy it,
and it's one of my hobbies." Regalado likes to

create art that makes her happy, such as roses.
Brayden Kai (9) enjoys designing tattoos. "I like
to make art to allow others to find their interest
in my work [and] to perceive my art," said Kai.

YOUR STYLE
YOUR CREATIVITY...

"To me, art means that I get to show people
what I’m feeling or what I am thinking. Art
makes me feel like I have a voice when it’s

hard to speak."

Karleigh Arens (10)
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Hays
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Remi
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Jaime
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"It's a way of learning
new techniques and

better pieces."

Ryleigh Martin (9)

"It means another way
to express feelings,
through color depth

and texture. It means a
way to get your words
out without needing a

voice."

Shelby Maguire (9)

"It means showing a
side of you that you do
or don't express such
as creativity, neatness,

and patience."

Ayden Read (11)

Faculty member Abigail Duncan

Tech Crew masks

Brayden Kai (9)

Faith Regalado (9)

Peyton Sporleder

What does art

mean to you?
"I like to create
perspective
points and
meaningful
artwork."

Jayda
Warehime (9)

"I love being able to see
what I can create and
push myself to create
things I haven’t before."

Julia Buntin (Faculty)

Photos by Saryiah Gaona

"I mainly like digital and
fantasy like art."

Mylee Cross (12)

Isabella
Baessler
(12)
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CREATIVITY

Art does not just have to be physical,
made by hand.  Photography is a form of
art as well. Most students have access to
a camera, on their smart phones or an

actual camera. While it is a different form
of art, that doesn't make photography any

less creative. Sophomore Tegan
Derderian said, "It’s a way of showing my
passions and inspirations in life." Nearly
all of us are taking pictures on the daily,

on Snapchat or of the sunset.

PHOTOGRAPHY
THE ART OF CAPTURING

Each semester the ceramics class learns to
throw and sculpt clay. Some may find
throwing clay to be more difficult than
sculpting with tools or by hand, while some
others have a talent for it. Ceramics mainly
focuses on sculpting. Art as a
whole is creativity and that
creative ability is unique for
everyone. To sophomore Jaelyn
Contreras, "Art to me means
being able to make the stuff that my
imagination comes up with. And to make it
come to life. I like to create all art, some is

more challenging to do, but I like
it all." Ceramics and sculpting is
an art that makes the imagination
come to life. Students are
welcome to make whatever they

like, including pots, vases and
more. The class is a single
semester long and follows
Introduction to Art.
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